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However, as they continue their visit and meet figures from Antiquity ... of materials and forms in a dozen or so combinations, each conjoining a piece of ... to the utopias of the 18th century leads in practice to the rehearsal of a catalogue of ... quotes a very different figure from among the artists associated with Minimalism:. 
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Achronie - Elévations Techniques variées : plâtre teint, résine époxy, peinture 145 x 55 cm, 272 x 40 cm, 230 x 40 cm et 172 x 40 cm 2017 photo : Martin Argyroglo



Le Métamorphe Techniques variées : stuc, acier, carton, pierre, argile, raphia 276 x 190 x 72 cm 2017 photo : Martin Argyroglo



Cornucopia Résine et poudre de fonte 235x30x30cm 2016



Percée - 36x62x5 cm -Ciment, papyrus et résine PU- 2016



Achronies Résine, platre, pigments et peinture 2016



Gesh Résine PU et ciment 194x200x110 cm 2015



Goudea céramic 40 × 40 × 40 cm 2012



VII six forms 9At XIV four forms 9Cd XVII four forms 9Ds XXIII unique 8bj 70x50 cm Aquarelle et graphite 2016



Lectio Difficilior Potior 40 fragments 45 cm de diamètre Résine, plâtre, pigment et peinture 2015



Voto Résine PU et plâtre 100x80x110 cm 2016



La Nouée Flag France Production



Rocaille (acier et mortier) 50 x 50 x 200 cm 2014



Gamer tinted plaster 21 x 29,7 cm each 2014



Exhibition Gamers Galerie Anne de Villepoix 2014



Boutures-Blossfeldt



Rocaille (acier, mortier et pigment) Installation (the group show Pavillon Moret chez Treize) 2013



Extraits plâtre teinté 80 x 80 x 5 cm 2013



Rinceaux 30 modules de 80 cm de long Résine et laiton Installation 2013



Pallium 2 2 modules 65 x 35 x 35 x 160 cm plâtre et pigments d’aluminium 2013



Pallium 1 4 modules 45 x 65 x 100 cm plâtre et inox 2013



Cartouche 310 x 60 x 150 cm Le vent des forêts Production Rocaille (mortier, acier et pigments) 2013



Construction utopique 4 Graphite 130 x 165 cm 40mcube/Les ateliers Biennale de Rennes Production 2012



Charte plâtre teinté 15 modules 45 x 45 x 45 cm 40mcube/Les ateliers Biennale de Rennes Production 2012



Mondmilchs mortier 4 modules 280 x 26 x 50 cm 40mcube/Les ateliers Biennale de Rennes Production 2012



Agger, 40mcube/Les ateliers Biennale de Rennes, Septembre 2012.



Mondmilchs, Charte, Loess 1 and Digitale.



Agger, 40mcube/Les ateliers Biennale de Rennes, Septembre 2012.



Mondmilchs, Charte, Loess 1 and Digitale.



Loess 1 - Ceramic - 7 colonnes (hauteurs comprises entre 180 et 70cm) - 2012



Concrétion 250 x 30 x 30 cm Résine et bronze 2011



Digitale 110 x 50 x 170 cm cire et métal 2011



Loess 2 céramique Installation 2012.



Contruction utopique 1 - 200 x 250 cm - graphite - 2006



Kenning 1 et 2 180 x 102 x 20 cm and 120 x 100 x 20 cm Plâtre 2010



Monolithe 205 x 105 x 18 cm Résine 2010



Kenning 3 Multiple 30 x 180 x 30 cm Plâtre et bois 2010



Walking up to the portico that stands at the entrance to the Musée de l’Abbaye Sainte Croix, visitors to the exhibition Lectio difficilior potior may perhaps glimpse through the glass doors of the ‘Croisée’ the familiar outline of a what looks like a classic of minimal art. However, as they continue their visit and meet figures from Antiquity and the Renaissance, clothing from the pre-Colombian era and a series of architectural ornaments, this impression soon dissipates. The work they encounter links a vast array of references all placed in a system that cannot be described as ‘museographic’, since, founded on a principle of randomness and repetition, it makes use of such diverse materials, from the observations of 18th-century historians to the breakthroughs of 1960s art. Lectio difficilior potior in fact duly puts into operation the insights of Quatremère de Quincy in his dictionary of architecture1, but involves them in strategies and processes inherited from minimalism: it is this amalgam that is responsible for the piece’s individuality. Repetition, modularity, combinatrics The recourse to techniques of module assemblage appears in Marion Verboom’s output as early as her first works on paper. Inspired by sketches and engravings by Ledoux and Boullée, Construction utopique 2 (2007), a large graphite drawing, presents the plan of a city in three dimensions largely informed by idealist geometry. By Utopian Construction 4 (2012), the grid of the city plan has been loosened and now finds room for a new repertory of materials and forms in a dozen or so combinations, each conjoining a piece of drapery and a solid, distributed over the surface of the drawing. Paradoxically, the reference to the utopias of the 18th century leads in practice to the rehearsal of a catalogue of potential sculptures, complete with an index that harks back to the modular units of Robert Morris or the combinatory Structures’ of Sol LeWitt. The grid coincides with a shift to volume. In several recent pieces the sculpture progresses by iteration, by the addition of contiguous or disconnected segments. Boutures Blossfeldt 1 and Rinceaux (2013) thus resemble a pair of ramified plant lattices growing in accordance with a strict orthogonal matrix. The blocks of dyed plaster in Megathura Crenulata (2011) are arranged on the ground like pieces in a geometric puzzle. Concerning Concretion, (2011), a beam whose surface is cast from sprigs of broccoli fixed halfway up across the walls in the corner of a room, Erik Verhagen speaks of a ‘renegotiation of the minimal heritage’, now subjected to ‘exogenic data,’ 2 a reading that can be applied just as readily to the arithmetic system of Lectio difficilior potior. The work takes the form of a cluster of columns, themselves comprised of stacks of circular drums — multiple copies obtained by casting. The same motif thus crops up at various points in the sculpture, with variations in colour or material (uniform pastel, marbling obtained by spraying successive layers of plaster dyed in the mass, shellacs, metallic sheens, transparent resins…), which accentuate the repetitive effects and consolidate the combinatory relationships. The artist reserves the right to arrange the sequences of carved blocks as he sees fit 3, a responsibility which, for subsequent exhibitions of the piece, might be delegated to a third party. Similar ‘permutable’ sculptures have, for example, been shown by Robert Morris in Leo Castelli’s gallery in 1967. Morris noted the schedule for the permutations on the poster for the show, indicating the position of each module on a day calendar 4. Marion Verboom, however, quotes a very different figure from among the artists associated with Minimalism: Anne Truitt. Truitt opposes the programmatic elimination of all referentiality with the persistence of subjective experience, of impression, and of recollection, even if, in her formalization, they might be reduced to the elementary unit of the geometric column. Marion Verboom though expresses this lingering exteriority so diversely that the very spirit of minimalism dissolves into the shimmer of the aforementioned ‘exogenic data’. The artist thus countervails the sophisticated history of sculpture she alludes to in the multiplicity of her sources and the baroque assemblages thus constructed (on this point, one should mention her interest in works anchored in the vernacular and in the earthy -- as demonstrated by several recent pieces in rocaille, for example). All things considered, Lectio difficilior potior might also echo Chaissac’s totems that also feature in the collection of the Musée de l’Abbaye Sainte-Croix. In its effects, though, the deployment of modularity and repetition relentlessly reflects sculpture back on itself, constantly returning it to its own history. Successively isolated, its constitutive parameters (pattern, matter, colour, texture) unpack the mechanics of the work, just as, elsewhere, the elimi-



nation of the letter ‘e’ in La Disparition or the exclusive use of the second person plural in La Modification allows authors of the Nouveau Roman to highlight the actual substance of the text as the narrative unfolds 5. Slow revolutions Among the multitude of plants, animals, and minerals at work in Marion Verboom’s oeuvre a significant role is played by the notion of incremental growth, of slow concretion. Relying on the model of the cutting, on broccoli, shells, hair, or layers of sediment, the sculpture progresses by budding, by subsidence (Mondmilch, 2012), or by layering (Loess, 2012, Extraits, 2013), in a tautological movement that adopts the evolutionary strategies of its own excrescences. The work abounds in quotations and borrowings. If the puma paw in Kenning (2010) is a recurrent motif in pre-Colombian art, Boutures-Blossfeldt reactivates the explorations of Karl Blossfeldt 6 as they appear in one of his photographs. The undulating grooves of the shells in Charte (2012) are inspired by Manueline style balconies in the Palácio da Pena at Sintra, Portugal. Here nature is present uniquely in a stylized, codified, and, in a way, already treated, already carved, version. The technique of moulding and casting is used to record not the imprint of an object, but, on a second level, that of art. Other cases see the logic reversed and thus, in Lectio difficilior potior, artworks — such as fragment from the Winged Victory of Samothrace or part of a Renaissance sculpture by Vincenzo Danti — cohabit with forms moulded or carved directly from the life. The crab at the base of the one of the columns is taken from a specimen found on a fishmonger’s stall and not from an architectural detail on some ancient building. Nevertheless, all these motifs gesture towards the intuitive identification with art historical categories. Yet Marion Verboom’s work strives to mobilize simultaneously the stylized copy and its initial occurrence: hence, Mannerism and the shell, Futurism and the crystal (Clivage, 2011) — products of a culture on the horizon of its own origin. Dominique Poulot devotes a chapter in his history of French museums to the museum of French monuments (opening to the public in 1795 and closing as a museum in 1816, it has since housed the École des BeauxArts de Paris, of which Marion Verboom herself is a graduate) and to the vision of its conservator, Alexandre Lenoir, and his search for a universal hermeneutic principle. Poulot quotes a remark by Lenoir that amounts to such an apt description of one of the totems in Lectio difficilior potior that it is worth repeating here: ‘Several of the jade vases in the museum in Mexico City evidence a very close analogy to, indeed an almost perfect similarity with, one [I] possess that is of Japanese origin. A small, perfectly crafted figure […] has a head, a pose, and a costume [that are] patently Chinese.’7 The echoes and correspondences that resonate in the sculpture bear witness to a related interest in a genealogy of art that foregrounds recurrent effects and circulations. The slow transformation of the living corresponds to the lack of fixity of the symbol, to its mutation, to its deterioration. Here, sculpture becomes an avatar, a suspended state of aesthetic convention. Hence, any attempt at decipherment will prove ineffectual. Not only for the beholder, but for the creator too, the work constitutes a rebus. Moving a single block, the equivalent of a glyph in a logosyllabic script, means rewriting the entire sentence.8 The paradoxical title of the show incites viewers to examine the phenomena more thoroughly. ‘Lectio difficilior potior’ is a piece of advice vouchsafed to philologists and translators: ‘When there are two readings, the better one will be the more difficult’. In other words: the most abstruse interpretation is probably the correct one. Finally, the organic growth of the forms and their circulation is compounded by a third level of slow transformation that is no longer simply inscribed in the material, but instead results directly from the act of sculpting. Since the blocks are obtained by moulding in various materials, with each successive cast imperceptibly the relief flattens out and the corners round off, the paste responding differently to the various imprints applied to it. An infinitesimal phenomenon of erosion, in conjunction with the contingencies of what is a mechanical process, operates then at the very heart of the sculpture in one of those circular games characteristic of the work in which model and modelled advance side by side. Thierry Leviez



AGGER - Exposition personnelle au 40mcube durant Les ateliers/Biennale de Rennes



Les sculptures de Marion Verboom hybrident des formes empruntées à l’histoire de la sculpture, à l’architecture et à la géologie et sont unifiées par la matière. Son travail prend sa source dans le dessin, grâce auquel elle a mis en place un vocabulaire de formes. Cette pratique du dessin l’a amenée à acquérir une liberté quíelle transpose dans ses sculptures, affranchies de toute fonctionnalité et de question de faisabilité. Cette liberté lui permet de jouer avec des équilibres précaires et une certaine fragilité, avec l’intégration de fragments qui constituent à la fois des formes autonomes et les parties d’un tout plus vaste. De la nature, Marion Verboom síintéresse aux sédiments, aux formes produites par le temps dans les grottes et les sous-sols. Des réalisations de l’homme, architectures et sculptures, elle extrait des représentations de la nature et du corps humain. Elle utilise la diversité des matériaux comme le mortier, la céramique, la cire, le plâtre, etc., pour jouer des textures et des masses et parvenir à l’effet escompté. Sa pratique de la sculpture s’apparente à celle de la greffe, conceptuelle et physique, des éléments figuratifs avec ceux, abstraits, géométriques, élémentaires, empruntés à la sculpture minimale. L’artiste explore deux conceptions pourtant opposées de l’architecture, celle de John Ruskin prônant son aspect ornemental et celle fonctionnaliste d’Adolf Loos, déjouant dans une même sculpture ces enjeux en ne la rendant ni fonctionnelle ni décorative. Épurées au maximum, ses formes apparaissent comme essentielles. Pour son exposition monographique à 40mcube dans le cadre des Ateliers de Rennes/biennale díart contemporain, Marion Verboom présente des oeuvres existantes et de nouvelles oeuvres articulées sous le titre AGGER. Les aggers sont des levées de terre qui forment des fortifications à l’époque romaine. Cette référence à l’architecture et à l’Antiquité recouvre des oeuvres évoquant l’émergence, le magma, la matière, les outils, l’anthropomorphisme. Les sculptures se composent de modules qui jouent avec l’impact de la lumière sur les reliefs. L’artiste propose une installation oscillant entre la fluctuation organique díune surface et la rigueur díune composition géométrique se contractant ou se déployant aux mesures de l’espace qui l’accueille. Ainsi dans Les Prairies, titre sous lequel les Ateliers de Rennes abordent le thème du pionnier, l’exposition forme une composition, une cosmogonie comprenant la nature, le corps humain, líoutil et la construction, une « modélisation par la main d’une terre ou d’un paysage ».



Anne Langlois



INTRODUCING - Art Press n°394



Often Inspired by historical themes, Marion Verboom makes Minimalism yet sensual sculptures that are traversed simultaneously by time and the presence of bodies. This fall will see several shows of her work in France and the Netherlands. Shortly after she graduated from art school, as soon as she was in position to make monumental sculptures, Marion Verboom dug into her stock of drawings of imaginary cities that she had made some times before, pull out a few architectural elements that could be used as a vocabulary of forms, and produced three-dimensional versions. Architecture is at the heart of her work, and if it’s an accident that her studio is located in a 1970s utopian architectural experiment, that’s an astonishingly significant coincidence.. Like the space the spaces delineated by the angles and terraces of this brutalist housing complex in a Paris suburb, what interests Verboom are the interstices. Loess1, for exemple, comprising columns of different heights made of thin sheets of clay, can be expanded or contracted as a function of the size of the exhibition space. Depending on how she installs this piece, visitors can walk between the various elements or look at them from a distance. FORMS AND MATERIALS Verboom mixes the sensuality of materials and forms with the heritage of Minimalist sculpture. Her work is inspired by motifs taken from nature, Aztec ruin, Italian low reliefs, Oriental statuettes, etc. Rhizome, a tall sculpture in a shape of a Y, cast with a oxidized bronzed resin, depicting a stalk of broccoli, recalls the totem poles that protect the lineage at the entrance to Indonesian homes, and its surface bring to mind Mannerist Rennaissance grottos. If Verboom is interested in ornementation, it’s not for it’s decorative virtues but for the rythm produced by repeated motifs. The ripples made of plaster strips in Megathura crenulata, inspired by the striations of the shellfish that holds up a deity on the wall of the Palacio de la Pena in Sintra, Portugal, create a simmering and irregular surface that echoes the fragmentation of that mosaic. Over time there have been formal « responses » to this same motif : these striations can also be seen on the surface of the plaster modules that makes up Charte, in a shading of blues and grays the color of a stormy sky. Often these modules can be placed in a line or scattered on the floor. Sometimes one piece can become « sediment » for another, as with Loess 1 (as it’s name indicates) whose shapes came from the mold used to make Megathura crenulata. Verboom works in plaster, metal and clay simultaneously, and in her production these materials always seems very soft. Once again it is the choice of motif that usually determines the technique and materials. Recently she



made long elements colored gray with scattered little white grains using, for the first time, a particularly malleable roofing mortar. On them seem to drip large three-dimensional drops inspired by eighteen-century building decorations (seen on rue de l’arbre sec in Paris) and four stalactites that never melt, which she can lean against the wall or put on the floor (Mondmilchs). Verboom’s work is alternately colored creamily white, light blue, verdigris and brown tones. Sometimes the pigment is mixed into the material itself, or is the material’s own color, like Rhizome’s green metal rust. At other times, on the contrary, the color leads to the form like Charte, whose composition is a succession of modules seen in profile, and whose inclined surface reveals a fade. When she paints objects her motivation are structural: the gilded painting of Loess1 serves as an additional layer of sedimentation, and makes it seems as if it where lit up by the reflections of neighboring modules. Of course light also plays as essential role in perception of this work. NEGATIVE BODY There is an underlaying presence of bodies in all of her work, often at eyes level. Digital, inspired by ancient Oriental axes, show the shape of a hand in negative. When it’s lighted, we can see through its transparent wax structure to a metallic armature that looks like a skeleton, an abstraction of a body. Goudea is comprised of the two crossed hands of a Sumerian king on a small cube that also be opened like a cavern. They look like the hands of a builder or perhaps a sculptor. This piece will be shown for the first time at the exhibition in Rennes called Agger, a title that refers to berms used in the construction of ancient Roman fortification-earth taken away from one place to build in another. Often the presence of bodies evokes specifics periods. Kennings, for exemple, is composed of two jaguar paws in plaster inspired by protective motifs sculpted into the gates of theotihuacan in Mexico. Each is an different position, before and after having struck. In the end, after the historical time Verboom has been inspired by the time of oxidation, after times represented and sometimes decomposed, the bodies of visitors wrap her work in yet another layer of time, the time it takes to wind their way around her work as if in a labyrinth. Anaël Pigeat (translation : L-S Torgoff)



Loess, mass noun.



GEOL. A loosely compacted yellowish deposit of wind-blown sediment. Generally calcareous and fertile. Such deposits occur in many regions of the globe  : China, central Europe, the Rhine valley, North America, Argentina.



Loess Created when in residency in ‘s-Hertogenbosch, Netherlands, Marion Verboom’s last work, Loess, is a set of seven volumes showing the extensibility of her subject regarding process and organic data, as well as passing and marks. Stemming from a field of inspiration embracing Ann Truitt associating with the baroque word, Borges and Caillois, this artwork expresses the different stages, variations and options of a sculptural becoming shaped into columns of complementary heights and dimensions, for which the open layout fosters infinite possibilities. This infinite asect is reflected, among others, through the different textures experimented by the artist : matt, grlossy, dried out, golden, brown, enamelled or not. « The layout of the pieces, stresses Verboom, varies, depending on the exhibition premises. The stake of such an installation is to being able to offer several suggestions, to play with colors and shades of light. The artwork can be moved closer to one another, so that the installation is not penetrated, or on the contrary, scattered within the show space in order to walk around each modules » . For the Primo piano installation, the artist arrested on an intermediate option : the artwork can be penetrated although giving the feeling that it constitutes a compact set, crossed by narrow passageways. This, to constantly rememind us of the vulnerability of the piece, but also that of the ones encouraged to strive through. In fact this work only exists in regard of the possibilities it generates via a dialogue, the spectator having no other choice but to move aound it in order to seize, fragment after fragment, a whole, which, in fine, he will never be able to catch. In this regard, Verboom inscribes herself whithin the tradition which, has from Robert Morris to Richard Serra, marked sculpture by an anisotropic dimension.



Erik Verhagen



Marion Verboom (1983) FR



- DNSEP, Ecole Nationale Supérieure des Beaux-arts de Paris, June 2009 , Paris, Elsa cayo studio.



2011 - Psychopomp Counsel, De ateliers , Amsterdam , Pays-bas. - Elvedon duo show avec Eva Nielsen, MDA Grand Quevilly, Rouen. - Architecture redéployée (with Simon boudvin et Marine Wallon), Aponia centre d'art contemporain , Villiers-sur-marne,



RESIDENCIES



2010 - Mouvement des atomes, mobilité des formes, ENSBA, Paris.
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- EKWC ceramic work center, ‘s-Hertogenbosch, Pays-bas. - DE ATELIERS, Amsterdam, Pays-bas. - Le Vent Des Forêts, Meuse, France. SOLO SHOWS 2016 - Gesh, The Pill Istanbul. 2015 - Lectio Difficilior Potior, Musée de l’Abbaye Sainte-Croix, Les sables d’olonne. 2014 - Gamers, Project space Galerie Anne de Villepoix, Paris. 2012 - Agger, 40mcube, Les prairies/Biennale de Rennes. - Claire-voie, BIS71, Geleen, Pays-Bas. - Loess, Primo Piano, Paris. 2011 - Work on paper, Jan Cunen museum, Oss, Pays-bas. - Mitage , Jeanine Hofland contemporary art, Amsterdam, Pays-bas. 2010 - Le regard décanteur, Ensba Atelier Elsa Cayo, Paris. GROUP SHOWS 2015 - Parc de sculptures du jardin de la Celle Saint-Cloud, Flag France Renaissance. - Sculptures, La permanence, exposition avec Maude Maris. 2014 - FIAC, FMAC collection, Paris - Arthothèque de la Biennale de Bellevilles, Paris. - Galerie Anne de Villepoix, Vitrine, Paris. - Art Cologne, Galerie Anne de Villepoix. 2013 - Pavillon Moret, Le comissariat, Treize, Paris. - À portée du regard, Les trinitaires, Metz. - La Rime et la Raison, L'escault, Bruxelles. - Cairn, Exhibition with Angélique Lecaille, Galerie Mélanie Rio, Nantes. 2012 - Man-made, Galerie Dominique Fiat, Paris. - Ubiquité, Exhibition for Prix sciences-po pour l'art contemporain, IEP de Paris. - Exhibition with Eric Dizambourg, Vestibule la maison rouge, Antoine de Galbert Fondation, Paris.



2009 - Slick Dessin, Paris , France. - Tir Groupé, Espace Alain Le Bras , Nantes. 2008 - Panorama de la jeune création, Bourges. - Interview, Union square Gallery, MFA building, New York, USA. - Atelier Elsa Cayo, Galerie Droite ENSBA, Paris. 2005 - Der Ausländer, Bauhaus-Universität, Weimar, Allemagne. AWARDS - Prix START HISCOX - 2010 - Prix Félix Fénéon Universités de Paris - 2011 
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